Alpha 1 antitrypsin to treat lung disease in alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency: recent developments and clinical implications

Abstract: Alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency is a hereditary condition characterized by low alpha 1 proteinase inhibitor (also known as alpha 1 antitrypsin [AAT]) serum levels. Reduced levels of AAT allow abnormal degradation of lung tissue, which may ultimately lead to the development of early-onset emphysema. Intravenous infusion of AAT is the only therapeutic option that can be used to maintain levels above the protective threshold. Based on its biochemical efficacy, AAT replacement therapy was approved by the US Food and Drug administration in 1987. However, there remained considerable interest in selecting appropriate outcome measures that could confirm clinical efficacy in a randomized controlled trial setting. Using computed tomography as the primary measure of decline in lung density, the capacity for intravenously administered AAT replacement therapy to slow and modify the course of disease progression was demonstrated for the first time in the Randomized, Placebo-controlled Trial of Augmentation Therapy in Alpha-1 Proteinase Inhibitor Deficiency (RAPID) trial. Following these results, an expert review forum was held at the European Respiratory Society to discuss the findings of the RAPID trial program and how they may change the landscape of alpha 1 antitrypsin emphysema treatment. This review summarizes the results of the RAPID program and the implications for clinical considerations with respect to diagnosis, treatment and management of emphysema due to alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency.
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Introduction

Alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency (AATD) is a hereditary genetic disorder characterized by low serum levels of alpha 1 protease inhibitor (A1Pi; also known as alpha 1 antitrypsin [AAT]). In healthy individuals, AAT acts to inhibit nonspecific destruction by the serine protease neutrophil elastase (NE), an enzyme that can attack lung elastin and damage bronchial and alveolar wall integrity. The most widely recognized mechanism of action is associated with protease–antiprotease imbalance hypothesis of lung disease. In this model, the pathogenesis of pulmonary emphysema occurs as a result of the imbalance between AAT and NE, driving excessive proteolysis that degrades alveolar and interstitial lung tissue. In patients with AATD, reduced levels of AAT result in destruction of lung tissue by NE, resulting in lung-related symptoms such as shortness of breath, wheezing, coughing and dyspnea. In most cases, these symptoms appear between the ages of 20 and 40.

Expression levels of AAT are determined in a codominant manner by a variety of mutations in the SERPINA1 gene. The normal allele Pi*M is associated with the genotype Pi*MM in healthy individuals and is characterized by normal
AAT levels (20–53 μM) and a low risk of emphysema. Common pathogenic alleles include PI*S, PI*Z and the less-common Null alleles. Homozygosity for the PI*S allele results in moderately reduced serum levels, while the PI*ZZ and homozygous null genotypes are associated with very low or undetectable serum AAT, respectively, and a high risk of developing rapidly progressive emphysema.7,8 The majority of patients identified with an AAT deficiency have the PI*ZZ genotype (>90%),9,10 and these patients typically present with serum AAT levels well below the 11 μM protective threshold.11 Individuals with a PI*SZ genotype may also have serum AAT concentrations below the protective threshold, whereas PI*MZ genotypes usually have concentrations within or just below the normal range. Intravenous AAT replacement therapy is the only available treatment that addresses the underlying cause of disease, aiming to raise serum levels above this protective threshold.12 Symptomatic treatments such as bronchodilators and corticosteroids have been shown to relieve symptoms of dyspnea and improve exercise capacity, but have not been shown to alter the progression of emphysema.13,14

AATD is a progressive lung disease, and early diagnosis allows patients to implement lifestyle changes and begin treatment options that slow further loss of lung tissue. However, data suggest that AATD may be underdiagnosed; evidence from screening programs in the USA suggests that fewer than 10% of patients have been diagnosed.15–18 Patients often face delays or are misdiagnosed, for example, with COPD or asthma, due to the nonspecific nature of respiratory symptoms observed with AATD. An average delay of 5.6±8.3 years between the initial presentation of symptoms and diagnosis has been reported, and the mean age of first diagnosis is 43.9 years.19 There is, therefore, a need to identify symptomatic patients who may benefit from treatment and those at risk who would benefit from counseling and increased monitoring. Physicians may lack awareness of the disease, available means of testing and available treatment options, further contributing to inaccurate or underdiagnosis.20 AAT replacement therapy is the only available treatment known to affect the underlying cause of the disease; however, it is not currently available in all countries.

The clinical efficacy of AAT replacement therapy was assessed in the Randomized, Placebo-controlled Trial of Augmentation Therapy in Alpha-1 Proteinase Inhibitor Deficiency (RAPID) program (Figure 1), which consisted of an initial 2-year randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (RAPID-RCT [randomized controlled trial]; N=180; 60 mg/kg/week A1-PI or placebo) followed by a 2-year open-label extension study (RAPID-OLE [open-label extension], N=140; 60 mg/kg/week A1-PI).21,22 In light of these data, and the challenges faced in the treatment of AATD, a symposium was held at the European Respiratory Society (ERS) Annual Conference 2016 to discuss these findings and recommendations for clinical practice. This review aims to explore the results of the RAPID program with respect to the use of computed tomography (CT) as a sensitive and specific measure of disease progression and its value when aiming to prove clinical efficacy. The specific features of the trial design are presented as a key component, allowing for the exploration of disease-modifying effects.
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**Figure 1** Study design of the RAPID-RCT and RAPID-OLE trials employing lung density measures by CT scans at 0, 3, 12, 21, 24, 36 and 48 months. **Abbreviations:** AAT, alpha 1 antitrypsin; CT, computed tomography; IV, intravenous; OLE, open-label extension; RAPID, Randomized, Placebo-controlled Trial of Augmentation Therapy in Alpha-1 Proteinase Inhibitor Deficiency; RCT, randomized controlled trial.
The review focuses on the wider implications for the treatment of AATD and how new outcome measures and dose regimens, for example, 120 mg/kg weekly or every 2 weeks, can be incorporated into the current treatment landscape. Specific emphasis is placed on challenges associated with diagnosis and monitoring of patients and the timing of therapy. The review also discusses the various AAT therapy and lifestyle guidelines for AATD and how trial data may influence future treatment regimens.

**Discussion**

**Evidence for clinical efficacy of AAT – update following completion of the RAPID clinical trial program**

Early studies utilized FEV\(_1\) as a traditional surrogate marker for monitoring disease progression in COPD;\(^{23-25}\) however, changes in FEV\(_1\) occur slowly over time, and there are several limitations to its use.\(^{23}\) The RAPID trial utilized CT densitometry as a more reliable, reproducible and sensitive tool for assessing lung function decline in patients with AATD.\(^{23,26,27}\) CT densitometry has been shown to correlate with traditional outcome measures, for example, mortality and health status, and also with FEV\(_1\) decline.\(^{28}\) During the RAPID-RCT, lung density decline at total lung capacity was significantly reduced in patients receiving AAT therapy compared with placebo (\(-1.51\) versus \(-2.26\) g/L/year, respectively, \(p=0.033\); Figure 2).\(^{21}\) After completion of the RAPID program, patients who received active therapy across all 4 years were referred to as the Early-Start group. Patients who initially received placebo during RAPID-RCT, who subsequently switched to active treatment in RAPID-OLE, were referred to as the Delayed-Start group. In RAPID-OLE, the beneficial effect of treatment over the first 2 years was maintained in the Early-Start subgroup of the patient population and remained statistically significant relative to the Delayed-Start group (\(-1.63\) versus \(-1.26\) g/L/year at total lung capacity, \(p=0.04\)). During RAPID-OLE, a statistically significant reduction in the rate of lung density decline was established in the Delayed-Start group temporal to the switch from placebo to active therapy at year two, reflecting a mean preservation of 0.52 g/L/year (\(p=0.001\)).\(^{22}\) Despite this, patients in the Delayed-Start group were unable to regain lung tissue lost during the placebo treatment period and did not “catch up” to patients in the Early-Start group, demonstrating a disease-modifying effect of AAT therapy in patients with AATD.

The RAPID program was the first to demonstrate significant clinical efficacy, and the findings build on evidence from previous observational studies and randomized controlled trials (RCTs; summarized in Table 1). Two previous
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**Figure 2** Annualized rate of decline in physiologically adjusted P15 lung density (g/L) at TLC over 48 months.

**Notes:** Slopes estimated based on data acquired from Early-Start (N=75) and Delayed-Start (N=64) subjects who had completed both RAPID-RCT and RAPID-OLE trials. Reproduced from *The Lancet Respiratory Medicine*, Vol 5. McElvaney NG, et al. Long-term efficacy and safety of α1 proteinase inhibitor treatment for emphysema caused by severe α1 antitrypsin deficiency: an open-label extension trial (RAPID-OLE), pp. 51–60. Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.\(^{22}\)

**Abbreviations:** AAT, alpha 1 antitrypsin; adjusted P15, lung volume-adjusted 15th percentile of the lung density; OLE, open-label extension; RAPID, Randomized, Placebo-controlled Trial of Augmentation Therapy in Alpha-1 Proteinase Inhibitor Deficiency; RCT, randomized controlled trial; TLC, total lung capacity.
### Table 1 Characteristics of clinical trials and observational studies using CT densitometric indices as outcome measures for emphysema progression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Randomized controlled trials</th>
<th>Observational studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Dirksen et al&lt;sup&gt;29&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Dowson et al&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective, randomized, parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial at two centers</td>
<td>Prospective, single-center, observational study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective, randomized, parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial at three centers</td>
<td>Prospective, single-center, observational study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective, randomized, parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial</td>
<td>Placebo (albumin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug dosage and regimen</td>
<td>AAT formulation (LFB) 250 mg/kg administered at 4-week intervals</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha I proteinase inhibitor (Zemaira®) 60 mg/kg weekly infusions</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Placebo (2% albumin)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator</td>
<td>Placebo (albumin 625 mg/kg) administered at 4-week intervals</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded CT parameter and level of inspiration</td>
<td>15th percentile lung density from whole lung measures, with tidal breathing during scan acquisition and at 75% of TLC for Danish and Dutch patients, respectively</td>
<td>Lung voxels with density less than –910 HU in upper and lower respiratory zones at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in TLC adjusted 15th percentile lung density and regional lung density</td>
<td>Lung voxels with density less than –910 HU in upper and lower respiratory zones at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in annual rate of adjusted 15th percentile lung density and regional volume-adjusted 15th percentile lung density. Recorded at TLC, FRC and TLC + FRC combined</td>
<td>Change in annual rate of adjusted 15th percentile lung density and regional volume-adjusted 15th percentile lung density. Recorded at TLC, FRC and TLC + FRC combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcomes</td>
<td>Daily PASS</td>
<td>Lung voxels with density less than –910 HU in upper and lower respiratory zones at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in 15th percentile lung density</td>
<td>Lung voxels with density less than –910 HU in upper and lower respiratory zones at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual rate of decrease in 15th percentile lung density measured at FRC and TLC</td>
<td>Relative area below –950 HU and 15th percentile lung density and in basal and apical lung regions taken at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary outcomes</td>
<td>15th percentile point of lung density distribution; other secondary endpoints included FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, K&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt; and DL&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Whole lung measures of 15th percentile density and in basal and apical lung regions taken at TLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, DL&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;, K&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;, frequency of exacerbations, FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, baseline and achieved AAT concentrations, shuttle walk test, health status according to SGRQ score</td>
<td>Mean rate of FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency and duration of exacerbations, FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, baseline and achieved AAT concentrations, shuttle walk test, health status according to SGRQ score, BMI, mortality and safety</td>
<td>Causes of mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;, arterial PaO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, health status from SGRQ and SF-36</td>
<td>SGRQ-derived health status and lung density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, K&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;, health status from SGRQ score, BMI</td>
<td>15th percentile point of whole lung as well as basal and apical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEV&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, K&lt;sub&gt;CO&lt;/sub&gt;, VC, RV, health status according to SGRQ and SF-36 questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The table continues with additional details not shown here.*
RCTs utilized CT densitometry to investigate the efficacy of AAT therapy; in the Danish-Dutch trial, 56 ex-smokers possessing an AAT deficiency of the Pi*ZZ phenotype and moderate emphysema participated in a double-blind trial of AAT replacement therapy. CT lung density measurements were used to observe a supportive trend toward protection against the loss of lung tissue in these patients after monthly administration of 250 mg/kg of AAT.29 A decade later, the EXAcerbations and Computed Tomography scan as Lung End-points (EXACTLE) trial aimed to study the use of CT densitometry as a means of ascertaining the therapeutic effect of AAT therapy using the previous trial as a basis for the study methodology. Patients with severe AATD (N=77) were randomized to 60 mg/kg weekly infusions of AAT therapy or placebo for at least 2 years. The loss of lung density in this study favored those receiving AAT therapy over the entire duration of the trial period.30 While these trials alone did not reach unequivocal statistical significance, a pooled analysis combining data from both studies indicated a significant reduction in lung density decline following AAT treatment.27

In addition to data from RCTs, there is a large body of evidence in support of clinical efficacy derived from observational studies. Several observational and registry studies have demonstrated an effect on FEV1 within specific FEV1 ranges.35-39 The largest of these studies, the AATD deficiency registry study (N=1,129) by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, demonstrated a significant treatment benefit in patients with severe impairment (35%–49% predicted) of lung function.37 Similarly, the Danish-German comparison (N=295) showed the most pronounced difference in the group of patients with FEV1 31%–65% predicted.36 In a study of patients with severe AATD (N=96), Wencker et al demonstrated that the greatest benefit in slowing the decline in lung function was observed in a subgroup of patients with mildly and moderately impaired lung function (baseline FEV1 >65% predicted), who had also been subject to a rapid decline in FEV1.39 These findings have not been replicated in clinical studies by Dirksen et al, mainly due to smaller sample sizes and length of follow-up (N=77, 2–2.5 years of follow-up; N=56, 5 years of follow-up).29,30 When data from these clinical studies were pooled, the rate of FEV1 decline was demonstrated to be 23% slower in patients receiving AAT therapy, with the difference predominantly seen in patients with FEV1 30%–65% predicted.40

In addition to FEV1, earlier studies also utilized quality of life (QoL), exacerbation and mortality as endpoints for clinical efficacy in RCTs. These parameters are less sensitive
than other endpoints, and the trials utilizing them were not suitably powered to observe a reliable difference in the clinical outcomes. As a consequence, the effect of AAT replacement therapy on these measures was not confirmed in these studies. In contrast, the AATD registry has demonstrated a statistically lower mortality rate in patients receiving AAT replacement therapy compared with non-treated subjects, an effect predominantly observed in patients with an FEV$_1 < 50\%$ predicted. Mortality in both mild and moderate lung disease is low; therefore, this apparent difference in mortality between patients with severe and mild lung disease is not surprising. These findings have not been replicated in clinical trials; much larger sample sizes and longer duration placebo-controlled trials would be needed to show a significant difference. Given the rarity of AATD, such clinical trials would be impractical. It would be difficult to recruit sufficient patients in countries where AAT is already licensed. More importantly, given the significant body of evidence which now support the efficacy of AAT therapy, the extended duration of placebo treatment is unethical.

The impact and significance of disease modification in AATD

Disease modification can be defined as an improvement or stabilization of a disease state resulting from a reduction in the rate of disease progression that occurs following therapeutic intervention, which may persist after the intervention is discontinued. It exerts its effects on the underlying pathology or pathophysiology of the disease, rather than the symptoms alone. The key hallmark of a disease-modifying treatment is the capacity to alter the course of the disease and have a beneficial effect on clinically significant trial endpoints (Figure 3). RAPID-RCT and RAPID-OLE were the first trials to demonstrate the disease-modifying effect of AAT replacement therapy on emphysema progression. During RAPID-RCT, patients receiving active therapy achieved statistically significant reductions in the annual loss of lung tissue as compared with those receiving placebo. Continuous active treatment over 4 years favored the Early-Start group. Upon switching to active therapy, the Delayed-Start group demonstrated a statistically significant response to therapy, while lung tissue lost during the period of placebo treatment was never regained. This demonstrates that treatment with AAT replacement therapy is disease modifying, altering the course of disease progression, which has important implications for treatment. Early intervention, particularly in patients with fast lung density decline, would be beneficial to preserve functional lung tissue. Previous clinical studies failed to demonstrate this effect due to inadequate trial design or the use of less-sensitive clinical endpoints, such as lung function/spirometry (eg, FEV$_1$).

Disease modification has significant implications for the design of future clinical trials. Following publication of data from the RAPID program, there is now a large body of evidence that confirms the efficacy of AAT replacement therapy. Although clinical studies have not demonstrated significant effects on mortality, given the large number of patients required and length of follow-up, it may not be ethical or feasible to conduct further placebo-controlled studies to assess this endpoint. Owing to the slow progression of AATD, Schluchter et al estimated that a trial...
of 684 patients with a baseline FEV₁ of 35%–49%, studied over 5 years (recruited over the first 2 years and followed subsequently for a further 3 years) would be necessary to observe a 40% reduction in mortality. Evidence from a post hoc analysis of the RAPID program suggests a mortality benefit following AAT treatment. During the program, the time required for progressive emphysema to develop into respiratory crisis was used to simulate the life-years gained as a result of AAT replacement therapy. Respiratory crisis was defined as death, lung transplant or a crippling respiratory condition. Seven patients withdrew with an average terminal lung density of 20 g/L. Using the average baseline lung density for all subjects (46 g/L) and the rate of decline in lung density in AAT versus placebo-treated patients, the projected time to terminal lung density was 16.9 years for those receiving AAT replacement therapy, compared with 11.3 years in the placebo group (Figure 4). This indicates a gain in life-years of ~5.6 years with AAT treatment. Although conducted in a small sample size, these data are supported by results from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute observational study showing that patients receiving AAT replacement therapy had a greater survival than those not receiving treatment.

These data also highlight the utility of CT as a clinical measure to monitor emphysema progression in AATD. It is now widely accepted that CT is the most sensitive measure for monitoring emphysema progression. Furthermore, CT has been shown to correlate with other indices, such as pulmonary function, and is a better predictor of mortality than lung function. During the RAPID clinical trial program, CT was shown to correlate with several secondary endpoints, further validating the use of CT as a clinical endpoint. Significant correlations were observed for spirometry values, such as FEV₁ % predicted ($r=0.338$, $p=0.0002$). Similar correlations between FEV₁ and CT have been observed in other cross-sectional studies.

**Clinical considerations for the treatment of patients with AATD**

The RAPID program, in conjunction with previous observational work and RCTs, has provided compelling evidence for the efficacy of AAT therapy. These data also highlight the importance of early detection and intervention in order to enable patients to receive appropriate treatment and preserve functional lung tissue. However, guidance for the treatment of AATD is limited; a previous statement from the American Thoracic Society (ATS)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) precedes the RAPID program and there is a need for improved guidance on the practical aspects of AATD treatment. In view of this, during the ERS Expert Forum, the topics of monitoring AATD, identification of patients who would benefit from treatment and differences between treatment options were discussed. Considerations from these discussions are reviewed below.

**Monitoring patients with AATD**

There is considerable variability in the types and frequency of measures used to monitor disease progression in patients with AATD, and there is no clear consensus on baseline assessment and how and when patients should be monitored.
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**Figure 4** Extrapolation of the effect of AAT replacement therapy on the predicted time to reach terminal respiratory function in RAPID-RCT. 
*Notes:* Reproduced from The Lancet Respiratory Medicine, Vol 5, McElvaney NG, et al. Long-term efficacy and safety of α₁ proteinase inhibitor treatment for emphysema caused by severe α₁ antitrypsin deficiency: an open-label extension trial (RAPID-OLE), pp. 51–60. Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.

**Abbreviations:** AAT, alpha 1 antitrypsin; RAPID, Randomized, Placebo-controlled Trial of Augmentation Therapy in Alpha-1 Proteinase Inhibitor Deficiency; RCT, randomized controlled trial.
Guidance published by Silverman and Sandhaus recommend full pulmonary and liver function tests in an initial consultation and further annual tests, with potential consideration for initial chest radiographs and baseline CT scans.\(^\text{38}\) In contrast, the Spanish guidelines differ in the recommended frequency of spirometry and radiographic measures of lung function. Quarterly and biannual assessments are suggested, respectively, with additional annual testing of lung volume, transfer factor for carbon monoxide and liver function.\(^\text{47}\)

While many guidelines suggest regularly monitoring patients using spirometry measures of lung function, such as FEV\(_1\), these measures may not be the most sensitive. In AATD, FEV\(_1\) has been shown to change slowly over time and is subject to a considerable degree of inter- and intra-patient variability.\(^\text{23,48}\) Intra-patient variability can be attributed to technical factors, such as instrument performance, as well as observer and subject procedural errors. Additionally, intra-patient factors, such as the extent of airway obstruction, changes in bronchial tone and diurnal variations in FEV\(_1\), can contribute to further variability.\(^\text{49–51}\) Previous analysis has revealed a mean between-test difference in FEV\(_1\) of 0.1±0.1 L, which exceeds the volume change in FEV\(_1\) observed after intervention with AAT replacement therapy,\(^\text{36}\) as well as the annual loss of lung function in patients classed as fast decliners.\(^\text{52,53}\) These factors can make it difficult to reliably detect changes in disease progression or treatment efficacy and create difficulties when attempting to set broadly applicable FEV\(_1\) ranges on which to base treatment recommendations.\(^\text{54}\)

Considering these shortcomings, other measures, including diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DL\(_{CO}\)) or CT, may be more sensitive for monitoring patients with AATD. The US Food and Drug Administration has acknowledged the value of serial high-resolution CT lung densitometry as a more valuable outcome measure of the progression of emphysema and the effectiveness of AAT replacement therapy.\(^\text{55}\) This is derived from the various studies showing that CT parameters correlate with anatomic pathology and various pulmonary function tests (Table 1). Despite these results, sequential quantitative CT scans of the lungs are not recommended as part of the routine assessment of emphysema progression in the current Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease guidelines.\(^\text{56}\) While quantitative CT scanning has been widely used in clinical trials, there remain a number of challenges to its wider adoption as part of standard clinical methods. These are predominantly associated with a lack of access to suitable CT scanners, the requirement for skilled operators to perform the acquisition and a lack of standardized methodologies among available CT imaging protocols. A number of studies have been dedicated to ensuring optimization and repeatability in lung densitometry measures with respect to choice of densitometric parameters,\(^\text{57}\) data calibration,\(^\text{57}\) standardization of CT acquisition protocol,\(^\text{43}\) patient inspiration level\(^\text{58}\) and image processing.\(^\text{39}\) A further concern regarding the wider implementation of CT scanning for determination of emphysema progression is the issue of subjecting patients to repeated doses of ionizing radiation. However, studies have already shown that low-dose CT measurements differ only marginally from those obtained with standard-dose scans.\(^\text{60}\) Furthermore, the cumulative dose for patients experiencing multiple CT scans remains fairly low.\(^\text{61}\) A typical two-view chest X-ray can expose a patient to 0.1 mSv of radiation. Effective low-dose protocols for quantitative CT are possible with exposures of ~0.5–1.5 mSv,\(^\text{61}\) which is below the annual background radiation of 3 mSv/year observed in the USA.\(^\text{62}\)

In order to improve the monitoring of patients with AATD, clear consensus on the types and frequency of measurements is needed. In addition to highlighting measures that would be useful in the majority of patients (eg, FEV\(_1\), CT), it would also be useful to acknowledge the need to expand monitoring tests in some instances, for example, to include liver function tests or QoL questionnaires. For all patients, baseline measurements are essential to track disease progression and identify fast decliners who may obtain greater benefit from treatment.

**Identifying the right patient and when to initiate treatment**

Previous evidence from observational and registry studies indicated that AAT replacement treatment was most effective within certain FEV\(_1\) ranges, for example, between 30% and 65% predicted,\(^\text{37,40}\) and current guidance for treatment has been limited to patients who fall within these restrictions. This can lead to the neglect of patients outside of these parameters who may benefit from treatment. The more recently published Alpha-1 Global Foundation recommendations for the diagnosis and management of AATD in adult patients\(^\text{63}\) continue to support the treatment of patients with FEV\(_1\) between 30% and 65% and continuing therapy when the FEV\(_1\) falls below 30%, when lung transplantation becomes a viable treatment option.

Evidence is beginning to emerge demonstrating that there may be value in identifying and treating patients outside of established parameters. First, numerous testing initiatives are ongoing with the aim of improving the detection of broader
genotypes containing new deficiency alleles currently being identified. Large-scale screenings in general populations, students, newborns and blood donors, as well as new case finding strategies that target patients with COPD and asthma, will aid in the discovery of new patients in need of treatment.\textsuperscript{64} Furthermore, incorporation of SERPINA1 sequencing and/or next-generation sequencing methods in the diagnostic routine will also help recognize patients with rare and new pathologic alleles misdiagnosed by standard testing algorithms.\textsuperscript{65,66} Second, the evidence of disease modification and the potential mortality benefit with AAT replacement therapy from the RAPID program demonstrate the value of earlier treatment intervention where FEV\textsubscript{1} is more likely to be outside of the recommended treatment bracket. This is reflected in updated recommendations from the Alpha-1 Foundation from the USA, which incorporate more inclusive parameters with broader treatment ranges.\textsuperscript{63} Indeed, the labels of second-generation products are beginning to reflect these broader parameters in the treatment recommendations. The previous statement from the ATS/ERS is currently being updated and is likely to include recommended restrictions.

The Alpha-1 Foundation guidelines also address concerns relating to costs associated with testing and treating patients. The guidelines place a high value on complete baseline and follow-up pulmonary function testing to better identify patients with accelerated lung function decline and a low value on the costs associated with these tests. These can range from €13.40 to €33, and for sequencing can be up to €150 per test.\textsuperscript{70} Furthermore, the guidelines indicate that a higher value (compared to the cost of treatment) can be placed on the potential for AAT replacement therapy to prolong survival in patients with FEV\textsubscript{1} <30%–65% predicted.\textsuperscript{63} The cost of augmentation therapy can range from $60,000 to $150,000 annually and depends on several factors including body weight, pricing and the cost of nursing care.\textsuperscript{64} Importantly, reduced symptom severity and decreased hospitalizations can help to offset the costs associated with treatment.\textsuperscript{66} Furthermore, the cost of AAT treatment is comparable or lower than that of other rare pulmonary diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (approximate annual drug cost for Nintedanib = $110,000) or cystic fibrosis (approximate annual drug cost for Ivacaftor = $325,000).\textsuperscript{69} Due to the lower rates of lung density decline in individuals receiving intravenous AAT replacement therapy, as well as the potential to extend the time to terminal lung function as shown in the RAPID program, there is now renewed scope for the exploration of the overall cost–benefit of such a therapeutic intervention.

The disease-modifying implications of the RAPID program results based on CT densitometric parameters stress the importance of early intervention at the first signs of emphysema and the importance of targeting patients in the lower ranges of FEV\textsubscript{1} deterioration. Updated guidance to reflect these recent findings is needed to emphasize the importance of early recognition, which allows clinicians to prevent, recognize and treat potential complications of emphysema such as hypoxemia\textsuperscript{70} and frequent exacerbations.\textsuperscript{71} Furthermore, earlier recognition will allow for the recommendation of restraint from deleterious lifestyle habits, including cigarette smoking, which are known to accelerate the progression of emphysema. Importantly, not all patients with AATD have access to replacement therapy and not all patients experience lung function decline.\textsuperscript{72} Whether AAT replacement therapy would be beneficial to all individuals with AATD is unclear. There is evidence that non-AATD patients with COPD can experience stabilization by simply giving up smoking,\textsuperscript{68} and there is anecdotal evidence for a similar effect in AATD patients. As the rate of lung density decline differs between patients with AATD, personalized treatment approaches may be beneficial. These approaches aim to restrict AAT therapy to patients who are likely to gain the most benefit, for example, “rapid decliners”, who experience substantial annual FEV\textsubscript{1} loss.\textsuperscript{72} However, there is a lack of evidence for treatment within this subgroup and limited information on how to identify them.

**Treatment of patients with intravenous AAT replacement and continuation of treatment**

Current licensed treatment for AATD includes weekly infusions (60 mg/kg/week) of AAT; a variety of preparations are available, some of which may have advantages for patients. These second-generation products offer superior purity and, hence, higher specific activity,\textsuperscript{73} which allows for faster infusion times, making treatment more convenient for patients. The differences between AAT preparations highlight a need for increased awareness of the available treatment options and the potential differences in individual patient tolerance. In addition, alternative dosing strategies, including bi-weekly dosing, higher doses or self-administration, may hold hope for improved efficacy of treatment in the future, as discussed below.

Intravenous AAT replacement therapy derived from purified pooled human plasma is currently recommended for 60 mg/kg weekly infusions by the ATS/ERS and updated US guidelines.\textsuperscript{55,63} This is based primarily on data from early biochemical studies demonstrating the efficacy of treatment
in maintaining serum levels above the protective threshold of 11 µM.\textsuperscript{74,81} Data from the RAPID program reinforced these recommendations, demonstrating that 60 mg/kg weekly infusions maintained serum levels above the protective threshold and were able to significantly slow the decline in lung density. The Spanish guidelines suggest some value in alternative dosing intervals, such as 180 mg/kg every 3 weeks and 120 mg/kg every 2 weeks.\textsuperscript{47}

Alternative dosing regimens may provide a means to improve patient convenience. There is an increasing body of evidence for the safety and efficacy of alternative dosing intervals, such as bi-weekly dosing. During RAPID-RCT, patients were administered a higher bi-weekly dose of 120 mg/kg to account for periods where they may be unable to receive the normal weekly infusion (eg, during vacation). The 120 mg/kg bi-weekly dose achieved serum levels above the 11 µM protective threshold and was well tolerated, causing no serious adverse events.\textsuperscript{82} In addition, regimens of 100/120 mg/kg every 2 weeks, 150/180 mg/kg every 3 weeks and 250 mg/kg every 4 weeks have also been studied in pharmacokinetic simulations to estimate the individual optimal dose for AAT replacement therapy. While infusions of 100/120 mg/kg every 2 weeks can sustain serum AAT levels above the protective threshold,\textsuperscript{83} longer infusion intervals, such as monthly infusions of 250 mg/kg, failed to maintain the protective serum concentrations across the full 28 days of the dose window.\textsuperscript{29} In order to prove the efficacy and safety of alternative dosing intervals, and of higher doses, further clinical trials are ongoing. For example, the upcoming SPARTA trial (NLM identifier: NCT01983241) will aim to further explore the efficacy of double dosing regimens (120 mg/kg) administered weekly over 3 years.\textsuperscript{84}

Finally, alternative means of treatment administration, such as home treatment or self-administration, may provide further options to improve convenience for patients. These methods have been employed with some degree of success; Wilke and Grohe performed a prospective study tracking seven patients over 3 years as they received nurse-based intravenous AAT replacement therapy at home. The results showed that home-based AAT replacement therapy was feasible, as there were few complications related to home infusion and less exacerbations and loss of lung function with respect to the historical cohort.\textsuperscript{85} Self-administration is also an option for some patients; this has been successfully used in a number of indications, such as hereditary angioedema\textsuperscript{86} and hemophilia,\textsuperscript{87,88} and within the USA, it is provided for a number of patients with AATD. In order to implement these measures, training and awareness resources are required to support physicians, nurses and patients. Clinicians should be aware of these improved convenience options and of the differences in available products, so as to deliver a more personalized, patient-centric approach to AATD treatment.

**Value of lifestyle modifications**

Although AAT replacement therapy is the only available treatment that addresses the underlying cause of AATD, symptomatic treatment and lifestyle modifications may be of benefit to patients. However, managing the care of patients beyond the prescription of AAT therapy is often overlooked by physicians. Current guidelines, although broad, make few concrete recommendations on lifestyle modifications. The current ATS/ERS statement and US guidelines take a firm stance on smoking cessation, and patients are encouraged to maintain a level of physical activity while avoiding exercise that may lead to hyperventilation.\textsuperscript{25,63} Despite the recommendation of continued physical activity, unlike the guidelines for COPD, they do not provide comprehensive practical guidance on the types, duration and frequency of exercise that may be beneficial for AATD patients.

There may be potential to transfer the recommendations provided for COPD to AATD with respect to detailed physical activity and pulmonary rehabilitation guidelines. Guidelines from the Canadian Thoracic Society recognize the importance of nonpharmacologic methods for optimal disease management, such as pulmonary rehabilitation provided by specific exercise regimes.\textsuperscript{89} Additionally, the American College of Sports Medicine recommends moderate or vigorous aerobic exercise and moderate intensity resistance training to improve the capacity to perform everyday tasks and enhance QoL (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{80} Pulmonary rehabilitation has been
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\caption{ACSM exercise recommendations for pulmonary rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{90}}
\end{figure}

**Abbreviation:** ACSM, American College of Sports Medicine.
acknowledged as a valuable treatment for those suffering from lung disease, as it can improve the lung function, general exercise stamina and QoL and facilitate a reduced burden on health care resources. In particular, exercise capacity has been shown to be significantly related to the CT pixel index observed in patients with centrilobular emphysema. Exercise capacity has also been shown to be a better predictor of health status than other parameters based on lung imaging or physiologic impairment. There is, therefore, a need to provide greater guidance on pulmonary rehabilitation that is appropriate for patients with AATD. In addition, further guidance on additional measures may be warranted, including limiting the exposure to airborne pollutants (eg, passive smoking, dusts and fumes) that may aggravate the condition and ensuring the vaccination of patients against influenza, pneumococcal pneumonia and hepatitis.

Future developments

The RAPID program is the first to confirm the clinical efficacy of AAT replacement therapy. The results indicate that the goal should be to focus on how to best incorporate disease-modifying AAT therapy into current clinical practice. New US treatment recommendations from the Alpha-1 Foundation have been developed, which provide updated guidance on treatment of patients at earlier disease stages. Current ATS guidelines remain unchanged, and updates to the ERS statement are ongoing.

RAPID-RCT also suggested that alternative dosing such as bi-weekly infusions is well tolerated and plasma concentrations to a large extent exceed the 11 µM threshold during this regimen. This has been corroborated by additional studies suggesting value in a more personalized approach to therapy regimens with respect to dose, treatment interval and potential self-administration. Upcoming clinical studies such as the SPARTA trial aim to further explore the efficacy of double dosing regimens using regional lung density as measured by CT. This study will build on the results of the RAPID program that validated CT densitometry as a valuable outcome measure for the efficacy of AAT replacement therapy. Additionally, the heterogeneous distribution of emphysema has warranted the exploration of regional lung densitometry to elucidate the relationship between regional lung density decline and the decline in overall lung function. Current and future studies exploring the standardization of CT densitometry will help develop consensus on acquisition protocols and densitometric parameters to facilitate wider use of CT methods in this clinical setting.

Conclusion

The results of the RAPID program have demonstrated the efficacy and disease-modifying effect of AAT replacement therapy. In combination with data from earlier studies, there is now a large body of evidence that supports the use of AAT therapy. Despite this, AAT replacement therapy is not currently available in all countries, and this expert review has highlighted several key areas where improvements in the diagnosis and management of AATD patients are needed.

First, increased awareness of this rare lung condition and improved utilization of screening and diagnostic methods are needed to help reduce delays or misdiagnosis. Identification of patients earlier allows them to make lifestyle modifications (eg, avoidance of aggravating factors, smoking cessation and exercise/pulmonary rehabilitation) and allows timely access to disease-modifying therapy. Updated guidance on diagnosis, lifestyle modifications and pharmacotherapy is warranted.

Second, further guidance is required to facilitate the appropriate implementation of nonpharmacologic treatment measures such as exercise and dietary modifications to promote pulmonary rehabilitation. In addition, practical recommendations for the treatment of AATD are warranted that provide guidance on alternative dosing regimens and patient-centered convenience measures, such as home treatment or self-administration.

Finally, CT densitometry provides a new opportunity to change the landscape of how disease progression and treatment efficacy for AATD are assessed. The results of the RAPID program provide new insight into the utility of CT densitometry to detect the early signs of emphysema and the occurrence of complications such as hypoxemia. Further consideration of how different CT methodologies can be applied is necessary to facilitate implementation beyond trial settings and into routine clinical assessments.
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